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Learning XML, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2003
In this new edition of the best selling title, the author explains the important and relevant XML technologies and their capabilities clearly and succinctly with plenty of real-life projects and useful examples. He outlines the elements of markup--demystifying concepts such as attributes, entities, and namespaces--and provides enough depth and...
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Mining the Web: Analysis of Hypertext and Semi Structured Data (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2002
Mining the Web: Discovering Knowledge from Hypertext Data is the first book devoted entirely to techniques for extracting and producing knowledge from the vast body of unstructured Web data. Building on an initial survey of infrastructural issuesincluding Web crawling and indexingChakrabarti examines machine learning techniques as...
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Web Client Programming with PerlO'Reilly, 1997

	If you've ever wanted to learn more about Web protocols so you could build custom client-side tools to automate tasks--or just so you have a better understanding of what's happening behind the scenes--then Web Client Programming with Perl is the book for you. Wong explains HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) requests and...
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Design Patterns CDAddison Wesley, 1997
With the profusion of technologies, it's rare to say that a particular book is required reading for developers. Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object Oriented Software is one of those indispensable texts for anyone who develops software using objects. This CD-ROM edition contains a hypertext version of the book, along with...
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HTML5 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2011

	Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) is the underlying markup language of the World Wide Web. It’s the common thread that ties together virtually every Web site, from largescale corporate sites such as Microsoft’s to single-page classroom projects at the local grade school.


	Don’t let the phrase “markup...
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Cloud Standards: Agreements That Hold Together CloudsApress, 2012

	Cloud computing is often described as providing computing resources the way electric utilities provide energy. In theory, anyone with an adequate connection to the Internet should be able to tap into a cloud provider and get exactly the computing resources they want when they want it, just like plugging into the electricity grid and...
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Artificial Intelligence for Games (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Interactive 3D Technology)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006
"This is the first serious attempt to create a comprehensive reference for all game AI practices, terminology, and know-how. Works like this are badly needed by the maturing video games industry. Systematic yet accessible, it is a must-have for any student or professional." -Marcin Chady, Ph.D., Radical Entertainment     

...
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HTTP Programming Recipes for C# BotsHeaton Research, 2007

	The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) allows information to be exchanged between a web server and a web browser. C# allows you to program HTTP directly. HTTP programming allows you to create programs that access the web much like a human user would. These programs, which are called bots, can collect information or automate common web...
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Plug-In CSS 100 Power SolutionsMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	When the World Wide Web was first invented by Tim Berners-Lee, simply having

	a means to create hypertext links to other documents (including ones on remote

	computers), and to combine text and images using basic formatting, were

	revolutionary concepts that we take for granted today.





	But slowly web developers started...
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Managing Web Usage in the Workplace: A Social, Ethical, and Legal PerspectiveIdea Group Publishing, 2002

	The ubiquitous nature of the Internet is dramatically revolutionizing the manner in which
	organizations and individuals share information. Developed out of necessity during the cold
	war, the Internet was created as a means to help governmental institutions and collegiate
	institutions send documents and research materials electronically...
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Sams Teach Yourself HTML, CSS, and JavaScript All in OneSams Publishing, 2011

	Before learning the intricacies of HTML (Hypertext Markup Language), CSS (Cascading Style Sheets), and JavaScript, it is important that you gain a solid understanding of the technologies that help transform these plaintext files to the rich multimedia displays you see on your computer or handheld device when browsing the World Wide Web. For...
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The Encyclopedia of NetworkingSybex, 1996
As in the first edition, I’ve tried to make this Encyclopedia a comprehensive source of information about matters relating to networking. I’ve also tried to present the information in a clear and useful manner.

This book contains comprehensive, straightforward summaries of the major concepts, issues, and approaches related to...
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